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Abstract—In the teaching process of Urban and Rural Planning, students not just need to learn relevant theoretical knowledge, but also should flexibly apply relevant theoretical knowledge to practice urban and rural planning. Virtual simulation technology can construct the teaching situation which organically combines theory and practice for the course of Urban and Rural Planning, help students deepen the understanding of theoretical knowledge and enhance theoretical knowledge application and practice ability so as to make up for the defects in Urban and Rural Planning teaching. Thus, virtual simulation technology was integrated in Urban and Rural Planning teaching to form the complete teaching mode in this paper. Practical teaching application shows the teaching mode has good effect on improving students’ theoretical knowledge study and practical ability.
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1 Introduction

Virtual simulation technology, also called virtual reality technology, simulates the real system in practical world through information technology system. This technology is a new technology which gradually becomes mature with the continuous development of information technology. In virtual simulation technology, the computer generates a virtual world through technological means. The virtual world may be the projection and reappearance of a real world, or a world which does not exist [1]. In the virtual world, users may interact with the virtual world through auditory sense, tactile sense and visual sense. Like the real world, virtual simulation technology can make the interaction result present in the virtual world [1]. With the development of multiple cutting-edge techniques such as computer graphics, computer vision and computer simulation technology, authenticity, instantaneity and interactivity of virtual
simulation technology have developed to a high level, so that it has been widely and deeply applied in many fields [2].

Urban and Rural Planning is a subject with strong practicalness. In the teaching process, students not just need to learn relevant theoretical knowledge, but also should flexibly apply relevant theoretical knowledge to practice urban and rural planning. In traditional course mode of Urban and Rural Planning, the practical link of Urban and Rural Planning is often completed through applying real building and road models or requiring students to draw. Such method is difficult to let students immerse in practical situation of urban and rural planning. Meanwhile, such practice form is usually separated from course teaching [3]. Finally, students cannot closely combine theoretical knowledge and practice of Urban and Rural Planning, which reduces teaching effect. Virtual simulation technology can construct the teaching situation which organically combines theory and practice for the course of Urban and Rural Planning, help students deepen the understanding of theoretical knowledge and enhance theoretical knowledge application and practice ability so as to make up for the defects in Urban and Rural Planning teaching. Therefore, the application of virtual simulation technology in Urban and Rural Planning teaching has great value. The course mode will be deeply studied in this paper.

2 Review of research status

As urbanization goes deep in China, higher theory and practice ability has been proposed for the students of urban and rural planning major. How to make students integrate theoretical knowledge and design philosophy of urban and rural planning in practice has been the research emphasis of teaching personnel. Fen et al. [4] comprehensively analyzed the teaching conditions of Urban and Rural Planning in the research process, and conducted the teaching research with the principal line of motivating students’ learning interest and cultivating their thinking reason. Song et al. [5] applied SWOT analysis method in strategic management theory to deeply investigate strengths, weaknesses, internal and external environments of Urban and Rural Planning, and proposed the teaching framework of linking SRTP with Urban and Rural Planning.

The third technological revolution dominated by information technology overturned traditional thinking in many fields. Virtual simulation technology which develops in this process can help people experience the real world in the virtual world through constructing a virtual world. Authenticity, instantaneity and interactivity of virtual simulation technology makes it widely applied in the education field, and the good effect has been gained. For example, Liu discussed the application of virtual reality technology in architecture teaching. Through virtual simulation technology, learners can observe the things in the space from various angles so that they can have the brand-new learning feelings so as to promote learning effect [5]. Arain et al. [6] introduced the potential application of Second Life (SL) in strengthening study and training of construction project management. Through the virtual environment, students can visualize the construction projects in 3D. The experiment has verified that
virtual reality technology contributes to promoting students’ learning initiative. Francis et al. [7] deeply discussed the advantage and method of introducing virtual simulation technology in higher education. The author considered the construction of virtual environment could gain the good teaching effect in multiple fields such as business studies, architecture, engineering science and medical science. In the research process, the author proposed the technology and framework for applying virtual simulation technology to conduct immersion teaching in the field of engineering science.

However, in the existing research process, there are short of research achievements on organic combination of virtual simulation technology and Urban and Rural Planning. But, Urban and Rural Planning is a subject with strong practicalness, and it is difficult for the existing teaching mode to construct effective practical situations. Thus, the teaching mode in which virtual simulation technology is integrated is studied in this paper, in the hope of improving teaching effect of Urban and Rural Planning. The innovation of this research is mainly reflected in the following two aspects:

First of all, the teaching mode which integrates virtual simulation technology in Urban and Rural Planning is proposed in this paper. Meanwhile, the principle and general framework of this teaching mode ware constructed so as to offer theoretical basis for teaching Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated. Secondly, based on the teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated, corresponding teaching process is put forward in this paper. The teaching examples are explained from two aspects: teaching stage and tasks in each stage, and the teaching effect was tested.

3 Teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated

The teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated combines the advantages and features of virtual simulation technology as well as specific requirements of Urban and Rural Planning. Besides, modularized and staged teaching mode is applied. First of all, the foundation framework for Urban and Rural Planning teaching is constructed by virtual simulation technology. On this basis, the specific teaching module of Urban and Rural Planning is developed.

3.1 Teaching mode construction principle

Virtual simulation teaching mode for Urban and Rural Planning needs to organically combine detailed requirements of Urban and Rural Planning teaching with advantages and features of virtual simulation technology, and considers the needs of students with different knowledge and ability. The main purpose of the teaching mode is to construct rich, real-time and interactive practice situations for Urban and Rural Planning through virtual simulation technology. In the teaching mode framework, the following principles should be followed (see fig.1):
1. Security principle. The teaching mode framework constructs a virtual environment through virtual simulation technology for students to practice urban planning. Students may complete the practical environment in the virtual environment according to course requirements and their own understanding. In students’ practice process, students may interact with virtual environment and conduct their own operation [9].

2. Practicability principle. The virtual simulation teaching mode is used for Urban and Rural Planning teaching. This requires customized development of the system in accordance with the actual situations of Urban and Rural Planning teaching so as to make sure the system can plan and arrange teaching process as well as provide assignment correction and score management functions.

3. Openness principle. Openness principle means the virtual simulation teaching mode framework should own certain expandability. Teachers may adjust the system according to specific teaching needs so as to achieve individualized customization. When there is tiny change in teaching needs, the system also supports the teacher to modify the system through parameter setting so as to improve teaching efficiency.

4. Expandability principle. Virtual simulation teaching mode offers real-time and interactive practical environment for Urban and Rural Planning. Through this virtual environment, students may freely conduct urban and rural planning practice. Since current urban and rural planning theory and the specific requirements of government for urban and rural planning are in the continuous development and change [10], the teaching process also needs to be expanded and changed.

5. Standard principle. China sets many national standards and industrial standards for urban and rural planning. Hence, the specific planning process must abide by these standards in order to reach the expected purpose and effect [11]. Therefore, these national standards and industrial standards must be followed in the process of constructing virtual simulation teaching mode.
6. Operability principle. The main feature of virtual simulation teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning is that, students may utilize virtual simulation environment to effectively practice basic theory of urban and rural planning so as to enhance their theory level and practical ability. Operability principle can make students avoid use of precious time in system operation study, and focus on improvement of theoretical knowledge application and practical ability. Fig.1 shows teaching mode principles of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated.

3.2 General framework of teaching mode

The general framework of teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated mainly includes two modules: course teaching module and virtual simulation practice module. The system structure is shown in Fig.2.
The advantage of virtual simulation teaching method of Urban and Rural Planning is as follows: theory teaching and practice teaching serve as a unified whole to formulate practice content in different stages, experimental project, course design and graduation design and form a teaching system which integrates theory and practice. Course teaching module refers to traditional Urban and Rural Planning teaching classroom. The major task of this module is to explain and learn theoretical knowledge of Urban and Rural Planning. This part is the foundation of the whole teaching mode. Only when students own certain theoretical basis can they better apply virtual simulation practice module to verify theoretical knowledge and complete corresponding urban and rural planning practice.

Virtual simulation teaching mode is the core and main innovation point of this teaching mode. The module applies computer graphics, computer vision technology and computer simulation technology to construct a virtual environment. Students may practice urban and rural planning through this virtual environment. Virtual environment also shows the interaction result to students. Students may further modify and optimize the urban and rural planning scheme according to the teaching result shown by the virtual environment. Through virtual simulation teaching module, students may deepen their understanding of theoretical knowledge and enhance their practical ability.

3.3 Virtual simulation practice module of Urban and Rural Planning

Virtual simulation practice module integrates course resources and teaching requirements of Urban and Rural Planning and constructs a simulation system for students to complete urban and rural planning practice. The general architecture of this module is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. General architecture of Virtual simulation practice module of Urban and Rural Planning](http://www.i-jet.org)
sides, it is responsible for receiving processing request from control layer and carrying out corresponding treatment. Control layer is the middle layer of view layer and service layer, responsible for receiving users’ request, handling it and sending it to service layer as well as receiving simulation result data from service layer. View layer is responsible for providing users with graphical interfaces to gather users’ operation request and sending it to control layer. Meanwhile, it also receives simulation result data from control layer and presents simulation result through computer graphics.

4 Teaching example and teaching effect

Urban and Rural Planning is a subject with strong practicalness. Pure theoretical knowledge teaching will let students difficult to fully train and enhance their practical ability. The expected teaching effect may be reached only through organically combining theoretical knowledge and operation time. Based on the teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated, the specific teaching example will be designed in this paper, and the teaching effect will be tested.

4.1 Teaching example

The core of enhancing teaching quality of Urban and Rural Planning is to improve course system and teaching content construction so as to promote students’ ability to connect theory with practice. To achieve this goal, the core is to increase the proportion of practice module in the course. But, if organic combination of theory teaching and application practice fails, period waste will be caused. The design of teaching example will be conducted from two aspects: teaching order and teaching process.

Selection of teaching order. There are mainly three forms for combining theory with practice: application practice is before theory teaching; application practice is after theory teaching; application practice is embedded in theory teaching. The first form will make students lack guidance of theoretical knowledge in practice and also lack the purpose. As a result, it is hard to achieve the good effect. Although the second form has made students have certain cognition of theoretical knowledge in practice but also lack the purpose. As a result, it is hard to achieve the good effect. Although the second form has made students have certain cognition of theoretical knowledge in application practice link, application practice and theory teaching are separated. The third form can keep strong interactivity in teaching process. Students cannot just verify theoretical knowledge in the virtual simulation system in time. Meanwhile, students can grasp students’ learning effect in real time so as to optimize the teaching process. Thus, the third form is chosen in this paper to design virtual simulation teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning.

Teaching process design. The teaching mode of Urban and Rural Planning in which virtual simulation technology is integrated includes four stages: adaptive practice stage, verification practice stage, design practice stage and comprehensive practice stage, as shown in Fig.4.
Adaptive practice stage. The main task of this stage is to let students learn theoretical knowledge of Urban and Rural Planning, and make them preliminarily know environment and operation method of virtual simulation system. This stage puts particular emphasis on teacher’s explanation in classroom, and considers preliminary statement of virtual simulation system operation. In this stage, students need not grasp the specific urban and rural planning method, but explore basic system operation in a relatively relaxing environment. To cope with possible period shortage, the teacher may distribute system operation manual and let students freely choose time and place to learn basic system operation so as to complete system adaptation training.

Verification practice stage. The main task of this stage is to let students deepen the understanding of basic theory of Urban and Rural Planning through practice, and cultivate students’ skills of applying virtual simulation system in design. During designing the practice item, the teacher should reinforce basic principles and design experiment of typical cases so that students can deepen the understanding of course content in practice. For the difference between design mode and design philosophy and occasions applicable, the teacher also should let students observe the differences through corresponding practice link so as to deepen their mastery of key content. In addition, the teacher may acquire students’ practice process and problems from the system in real time, and explain them in classroom teaching. Teaching Urban and Rural Planning is taken for example. Fig.5 shows schematic diagram of urban land status. The teacher shows the situation of planning in the virtual simulation system. Students may feel practical application of basic principles of urban and rural road planning from the virtual environment, and analyze the defects so as to deepen their cognition of road planning theory.

Design practice stage. The main task of this stage is to let students comprehensively apply theoretical knowledge of urban and rural planning to finish corresponding planning tasks. In the teaching design of this stage, it is required to fully consider students’ practical ability and theoretical knowledge mastery ability, and adopt the layered teaching mode of teaching students according to their aptitudes. In other words, in the design of practice tasks, the tasks may be classified into required task and selective task. The required task puts particular emphasis on the application of basic theoretical knowledge in planning process, and the difficulty is relatively small.
The selective task stresses planning topics with strong comprehensiveness, and the difficulty is relatively large. All students must complete the planning topics included in the required task. The students with strong learning ability may choose the topics included in the selective task according to their needs. In this stage, students need to apply the knowledge learned to finish a design task within a small area. Fig. 6 shows the schematic diagram of a plot in the suburb, and the land nature is for commercial use. The teacher simulated the plot in the virtual simulation system, and asked students to complete planning task for the land. The scope involved in this task is small, so it well adapts to teaching in this stage.

![Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of land use of village in the city](image1)

![Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a plot in the suburb](image2)
Comprehensive practice stage. The main task of this stage is to cultivate students' ability to solve practical problems with theoretical knowledge learned in Urban and Rural Planning course. In this stage, the teacher will no longer design the specific...
planning task, but will propose corresponding tasks according to actual urban and rural planning, and require comprehensive application of knowledge for analysis and thinking and give corresponding solutions. In this stage, the mode and process of solving problems will not be specified to give full play to students’ innovative ability. With the help of virtual simulation system, students may utilize spare time to complete the tasks. For example, Fig.9 shows simulation effect of the plot in virtual simulation system. Architecture, road and function planning is required for the plot. The teacher simulates the plot through virtual simulation system, and requires students to study the topic in groups and generate the detailed design scheme. The teacher may examine students’ designs and put forward the defects.

![Fig. 9. Simulation effect diagram of virtual simulation system for the plot](image)

**4.2 Teaching effect**

To test the teaching effect of teaching mode in which virtual simulation technology is integrated, this mode was applied in the teaching process. Meanwhile, a class was chosen as the control group. Traditional teaching mode was still applied for the control group. After the course ended, corresponding test paper was designed for experimental group and control group. The main content of the test paper was the course content of Urban and Rural Planning, and the full score was 100. The test results are shown in Tab.4-1. SPSS statistics software was used for data statistics, and t test was applied for data test. When, this means the difference between two groups has statistical significance, the calculation of t value is shown in Formula 1.
According to Table 1, the performance of experimental group is obviously superior to that of control group, indicating the course mode proposed in this paper has gained the expected teaching effect.

Table 1. Result comparison of both groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average score</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control group (n=45)</td>
<td>81.20</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.621</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group (n=45)</td>
<td>76.23</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Except testing the teaching effect through the test paper, the questionnaire was also designed to evaluate the reaching effect of both groups, including learning initiative, practical ability training, theoretical knowledge mastery, innovation ability training and problem solving ability. Students evaluated according to their performance and feeling in the learning process, and each item included two dimensions: “agree” and “disagree”. The questionnaire was filled in in the form of anonymity. A total of 90 questionnaires were distributed, and 90 effective questionnaires were recovered, with the recovery rate of 100%. In data statistics, SPSS software was applied, and $\chi^2$ test was used for data test. When $P<0.05$, this means the difference between two groups has statistical significance. The calculation of $\chi^2$ is shown in Formula 2. We can see from Table 2 that, Urban and Rural Planning teaching mode in which virtual simulation technology is integrated has the significant effect in learning initiative, practical ability training, theoretical knowledge mastery, innovation ability training and problem solving ability.

\[
\chi^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left( \frac{(f_i - np_i)^2}{np_i} \right)
\]

(2)

Table 2. Statistical result of questionnaire survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Control group (n=45)</th>
<th>Experimental group (n=45)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning initiative</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13.617</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical ability training</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9.891</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical knowledge mastery</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11.091</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation ability training</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10.021</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem solving ability training</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8.098</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Conclusions

Urban and Rural Planning as a subject with strong practicalness not just requires students to grasp theoretical knowledge, but also requires them to own corresponding ability to link theory with practice. To improve the teaching effect of Urban and Rural Planning, virtual simulation technology was integrated in Urban and Rural Planning teaching to develop a new teaching mode for the course. Meanwhile, the teaching effect of this mode was tested. The results show that, this teaching mode has good application effect on students’ theoretical knowledge mastery and ability training. In conclusion, the integration of virtual simulation technology in Urban and Rural Planning has the following three advantages:

Firstly, the teacher may design corresponding course tasks in the virtual simulation system according to teaching progress and actual needs so as to organically combine theoretical knowledge study and practical ability training. Virtual simulation experiment platform can make students finish experiments without time and space restrictions, which greatly saves the time of both teachers and students.

Secondly, in this teaching mode, the teacher may acquire students’ learning conditions and their weak links in real time so as to adjust teaching content and method in time. Virtual simulation experiment can not just relieve period contradiction, well reach the preview purpose and expand the experiment content, but also break the limit of traditional experiment, integrate and optimize experiment resources as well as make the best of superior experiment resources.

Finally, this teaching mode offers the strong support for students to overall apply the knowledge in analyzing, thinking and solving the specific urban and rural planning problems. Distance virtual simulation experiment impossibly rejects or replaces current object experiment form, but can enhance students’ enthusiasm and initiative for experiment participation and make students fully exploit their thinking. In one word, it has good effect on students’ innovation ability training and problem solving ability training. The course reform for Urban and Rural Planning based on virtual simulation technology is a topic worthy of exploration.
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